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The magnitude and dramatic consequences of the current “financial crisis” are
publicly well documented. Even non professionals may read in, say, newspapers
about notions like “derivatives”, “over the counter deals”, “complexity of con-
tracts”, “insufficient regulation” or “impossible to understand portfolios” while
reading about bankruptcy or bailouts of big financial institutions.

Even if this crisis has many reasons—a topic of future research for economists,
historians, sociologists, politicians and many others—it is often argued that “ex-
cessive complexity” or “excessive mathematization” should be considered as one
of the original faults. The financial sector—banks, asset managers, hedge funds,
insurance companies—is indeed viewed as a highly technical one, driven by rapid
innovation and using numerous quantitative analysts (“quants”) for achieving
precise calculations or risk analyses.

In this informal presentation, we argue on the contrary that the main technical
problem faced by the financial industry is not “solving complexity” but “master-
ing diversity”. Similarly to a company that would have to “manage” thousands of
informally specified algorithms, a big financial institution “manages” thousands
of client tailored financial bilateral contracts (described in “term-sheets” in fi-
nancial jargon), many of them lasting for years, mentioning important decisions
(exercise decisions) to be taken by the institution itself or its counterparty and
including transformations to apply to the contract in the future (typically called
fixings in finance). The technical difficulty stems not only from the necessity
of having a clear understanding of such a portfolio of contracts at a particular
date, but also to monitor correctly all “actions” to apply at precise dates. Even
if tremendous information technology resources are devoted for implementing
software in the finance sector, one should note that contrary to general belief,
this activity is typically mainly driven by a mixture of partially adapted “legacy
systems”, a lot of manual work and a large number of badly integrated spread-
sheet macros. This situation is not very publicized for clear reasons but sheds
light on why financial institutions have difficulties in knowing their exposures at
any time or why they incur significant “operational risk”, meaning the risk of
not managing correctly a given contract over its lifetime.

At this stage, any serious computer scientist would point to the necessity of a
well founded specification formalism with a clearly defined semantics. Designing
such a “domain specific language”—the semantics of which should of course
be compositional and allow for multiple uses—has been surprisingly difficult,
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especially when one is considering all implementation tricks necessary to scale
efficiently from little toy examples to the most complex real-world cases.

Building on the experience of working more than a decade in a major in-
vestment bank followed by the design and implementation since 2001 in our
company of such a formalism used by our customers, we present an intuitive,
simplified contract with its formal description. We show examples of different se-
mantics uses. Not surprisingly but of tremendous power in everyday use, pricing
a contract under certain model hypotheses (a fundamentally important topic)
appears to be a denotational semantics—currently implemented as a mapping
from the contract description to C source code—while managing a contract over
time amounts to implementing and applying operational semantics adequately.

We also comment on our implementation choices—our software is mainly writ-
ten with an enhanced OCaml system and strongly linked to OCaml’s run-time
system—and extensions needed to ease industrial acceptance and integration
with existing technology or systems. For this reason, we insist on the strategic
importance of having the possibility to adapt and enhance our main compiler
to our needs. We also show examples of how this machinery integrates into a
traditional gui application, hiding all complexity from end-users and giving the
look and feel of a traditional application. We finally comment on our attempts
to formally prove (some subsets of) our formalism or implementation.

We argue that the relative simplicity of such contract description language,
that does not need to be Turing complete as a full-fledged programming language
like C or Java, allows for the effective implementation and use of many interesting
approaches—let us mention here abstract interpretation, partial application and
run-time code generation—which are often very difficult if not impossible to use
automatically in a more general setting. The financial sector appears to be a
surprisingly good testbed for many of these techniques.

From a technical perspecitive, financial sector innovation is currently domi-
nated by mathematical models and efficient numerical implementation problems.
We are quite convinced that only a combined approach, mixing formal descrip-
tions and manipulations of contracts with efficient numerical approaches can
solve some recurrent and fundamental technical problems faced by the financial
industry today and in the future.
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